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PROVISIONAL AGENDA

meeting: 2781st meeting of the COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION (Justice and Home Affairs)

date: Brussels, Thursday 15 February 2007 (09 h. 30)

1. Adoption of the provisional agenda

2. Approval of the list of "A" items
   6221/07 PTS A 6

3. Integration of the Prüm Convention into the Union legal Order
   6002/07 CRIMORG 25 ENFOPOL 16
   + COR 1
   + COR 2
   6220/07 CRIMORG 29 ENFOPOL 19
   + COR 1

4. Migration: Conclusions of the European Council, 14/15 December 2006
   - Further steps
     6193/1/07 REV 1 MIGR 11
5. Council Framework Decision on the application of the principle of mutual recognition to judgements in criminal matters imposing custodial sentences or measures involving deprivation of liberty for the purpose of their enforcement in the European Union (LA) (*)
   - General Approach
     6000/1/07 REV 1 COPEN 17

6. Proposal for a Council Framework Decision on combating racism and xenophobia

7. A.O.B.
   - Directive on environmental crimes (at the request of the Commission)

In the margins of the Council (Meeting of the mixed Committee at Ministerial level) at 9.30

- Adoption of the provisional Agenda

- SISone4all
  - State of play
    5984/1/07 REV 1 SIRIS 26 SIS-TECH 27 SCH-EVAL 27 COMIX 138
  - Network

- Global rescheduling of the Schengen Information System II
  5780/07 SIRIS 17 COMIX 98
- Frontex:
  (a) Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council establishing a mechanism for the creation of Rapid Border Intervention Teams and amending Council Regulation (EC) 2007/2004 as regard that mechanism, and
      5903/07 FRONT 16 CODEC 86 COMIX 124
  (b) Establishing centralised records of technical equipment pursuant to Article 7 of Council Regulation (EC) No 2007/2004 establishing a European agency for the management of operational cooperation at the external borders of the Member States of the European Union
- State of play and further course of action

- A.O.B.

( LA) legislative act
(*) item on which a vote may be requested